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AbstractWe examine the potential use of gravity for cam-era calibration and pose estimation purposes. Con-cretely, objects being launched or dropped follow tra-jectories dictated by the law of gravity. We examine ifvideo sequences of such trajectories give us exploitableconstraints for estimating the imaging geometry. It isshown that it is possible to estimate the in�nite homog-raphy and the epipolar geometry between pairs of viewsfrom this input, from which we can estimate (some)intrinsic parameters and relative pose. There are lesssingularities compared to approaches that do not usethe information that the observed trajectories follow thegravity. In this paper, we sketch the geometric princi-ples of our idea and validate them by numerical simu-lation.1. IntroductionIn this paper we consider the exploitation of gravityfor tasks such as camera calibration and relative poseestimation for stereo systems. The basic idea is simple:if we take video sequences of objects being dropped orlaunched, then the image trajectories, combined withthe assumption that the 3D trajectories follow the lawof gravity, might provide us with information useful forestimating the imaging geometry. Two types of trajec-tory are of interest here: the trajectory of an objectdropping down in a straight line (e.g. two or moresuch trajectories give us the vertical vanishing point)and that of an object being launched in a non verticaldirection (i.e. with non zero horizontal velocity). Inthe latter case, the 3D trajectory is a parabola withvertical symmetry axis and we will see later that thisinformation is useful to recover the vanishing geometryof stereo systems.The paper is organized as follows. In x2, the cameramodel and some notations are introduced. The prob-lem dealt with in this paper is described concretely inx3 and the geometric ideas leading to its solution aresketched in x4. In xx5 to 8, several ways of extract-ing information from image sequences of the described

type are presented, which are useful for epipolar geom-etry estimation, calibration, pose estimation and alsosynchronization of cameras. Algorithms are briey de-scribed in x9 and results of numerical simulations arepresented in x10. Some practical issues are discussedin x11, followed by conclusions.2. BackgroundCamera model. We use perspective projection tomodel cameras. A projection may be represented by a3 � 4 matrix P that maps points of 3-space to pointsin 2-space: q � PQ. Here, � means equality up toa non zero scale factor, which accounts for the use ofhomogeneous coordinates. The projection matrix in-corporates the so-called extrinsic and intrinsic cameraparameters; it may be decomposed as:P � KR( I3 j � t) ; (1)where I3 is the 3� 3 identity matrix, R a 3� 3 or-thogonal matrix representing the camera's orientation,t a 3-vector representing its position, and K the 3� 3calibration matrix:K = 0@�f s u00 f v00 0 11A : (2)In general, we distinguish 5 intrinsic parameters forthe perspective projection model: the (e�ective) focallength f , the aspect ratio � , the principal point (u0; v0)and the skew factor s accounting for non rectangularpixels.In�nite homography. Consider the projections ofa set of coplanar features in two images. The imagefeatures are linked by a 3 � 3 projective transforma-tion, or homography. If the 3D features consideredare located on the plane at in�nity, the associated ho-mography between the images is often referred to asthe in�nite homography [2]. This homography depends1



only on the two cameras' intrinsic parameters and theirrelative rotation, as follows:H1 � K2RK�11 (3)If the in�nite homography between two images can bedetermined, it provides constraints on the cameras' cal-ibration and pose. These constraints have been usedfor example for calibrating a camera undergoing purerotational displacements [1, 5, 10] or in strati�ed self-calibration approaches [4, 8]. In this paper, we willestimate the in�nite homography using correspondingvanishing points and lines, i.e. projections of points orlines at in�nity, and then use it for calibration.3. Problem DescriptionWe consider one or several static video cameras andour aim is to calibrate these and estimate their rela-tive pose. We examine the potential use of gravity forthese tasks. Input are video sequences of objects be-ing dropped or launched. The videos consist thus of\snapshots" of the objects, at di�erent times duringtheir trajectory. From each snapshot, an image pointis determined that is assumed to be the projection ofthe object's center of mass. In practice, a spheric ob-ject should be used; its projections are ellipses and theellipse centers are usually a su�ciently good approxi-mation for the projection of the center of mass if theobject is not very close to the camera. Hence, the fea-tures we will use for calibration etc. are image points.We assume that the cameras' frame rates are con-stant and identical. The frame rates need not beknown however, and it is not required that the cam-eras are synchronized. Based on these simple assump-tions, we examine how to use the image points andthe knowledge that the corresponding 3D points lieon trajectories dictated by gravity, for calibration andpose estimation. Gravity gives us basically two use-ful pieces of information: �rst, all trajectories containthe same point at in�nity (the vertical direction) andsecond, objects travel at constant horizontal velocitywhile their vertical velocity varies according to the lawv(t) = v(t = 0) � gt. Once the vertical direction isknown, this law allows us to compute ratios of pointcoordinates to e.g. compute the point of zero velocityof a linear trajectory (see below).4. Geometric IdeasTwo types of trajectories are considered: linear tra-jectories, obtained by letting some object drop, andparabolic trajectories which are obtained when objects

are launched. These trajectories are projected to linesand conics in the image plane. We will use the tra-jectories as a whole, but also correspondences between\snapshots" of the object taken during the trajectories.Let us �rst consider a single camera which takesan image sequence of dropping objects. The objectsdrop vertically of course which means that their lineartrajectories all have the same point at in�nity (or di-rection). Consequently, the appearant trajectories inthe image are a set of concurrent lines, the incidencepoint being the vanishing point corresponding to thevertical direction. Hence, we can determine this van-ishing point. However, we can not obtain calibrationconstraints from linear trajectories, even if several cam-eras observe the trajectories simultaneously.Consider now a camera observing several objectsmoving on parabolic trajectories. The 3D trajecto-ries are parabolas with vertical symmetry lines, i.e.all those 3D parabolas contain the vertical point atin�nity, as the linear trajectories. Hence, the conicsobtained by projecting the trajectories all contain thevertical vanishing point. Interestingly, the tangent ofany such conic at the vertical vanishing point is nothingelse than the vanishing line of the motion plane, i.e. theplane supporting the 3D parabola (illustrated in �gure1). Hence, if we consider more than one camera, wecan obtain correspondences of one vanishing point andseveral vanishing lines (one for each parabola) acrossdi�erent images. This alone is not su�cient to computethe in�nite homography, since all the vanishing linesconsidered are concurrent. However, together with theepipolar geometry, two correspondences of vanishinglines are already enough to compute the in�nite ho-mography, and obtain the associated calibration con-straints (described below).The epipolar geometry can be estimated using indi-vidual snapshots of the objects, which can be used aspoint correspondences across the images. The projec-tions of a minimum number of 3D points on at leasttwo planes are su�cient to compute the epipolar ge-ometry, i.e. two parabolic or three linear trajectoriesin general position are enough.5. Using Linear TrajectoriesIf the camera is calibrated, it is simple to determinethe horizon (the vanishing line of the horizontal planes)which might be used for example to orient a camerasuch that its gaze direction is horizontal. If q is thevertical vanishing point, then the horizon line l is givenby: l � K�TK�1q2
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Figure 1. Example: a camera observing two
linear and one parabolic trajectories. The im-
age lines and conic all meet in the vertical
vanishing point. The conic’s tangent at this
point is the vanishing line of its supporting
plane. Dotted lines indicate primitives ex-
tending beyond the physical pixel grid, but
lying on the mathematical image plane.The camera could then be oriented by rotating it whiletracking the horizon line, until it is horizontal andpasses through the camera's principal point.A second and maybe more interesting potential useof linear trajectories concerns the synchronization ofcameras. Suppose we have determined the vertical van-ishing points in the images, by intersecting the lineartrajectories. It is then possible to determine, for each ofthe trajectories, the image point which corresponds tothe position of zero velocity along the trajectory (threepoints on each trajectory are su�cient to do so; proofand formulas are omitted due to lack of space). In ad-dition, we can determine the time of this event, givenin frame numbers (naturally, the frame number will ingeneral not be an integer as for the actually observedpoints). Hence, we can establish a correspondence ofone (virtual) frame between the video sequences ob-tained from the cameras, which is enough to determinethe time di�erence between them and thus to establishcomplete correspondence along the sequences.This helps us to �nd point matches along the trajec-tories: given a point in one image, we can compute theframe number for another camera, which correspondsto the same time instant. The frame number will ingeneral not be an integer, i.e. the corresponding imagedoes not exist. However, using observed points on thetrajectory, we can compute the position in the imagethat would have been observed at the required time in-stant (as above, three points and the frame numbers ofthe images where they were observed, are enough to doso). Hence, we are able to establish point correspon-dences between di�erent cameras, even if they are not

synchronized. These correspondences might be usedto compute the epipolar geometry for example (pointson at least three non-coplanar linear trajectories areneeded).6. Using Parabolic TrajectoriesAs described above, the projections of parabolic tra-jectories are conics which contain the vertical vanish-ing point. Important for us is that the conics' tangentsat that vanishing point are the vanishing lines of thesupporting planes of the 3D parabolas. Hence, observ-ing parabolic trajectories in several cameras providesus with correspondences of vanishing lines. Given theepipolar geometry (which can be obtained as describedin x5), two line correspondences are su�cient to com-pute the in�nite homography. To see this, we note thatthe epipolar geometry allows us to establish point-wisecorrespondence among the vanishing lines, i.e. to pro-duce valid correspondences of vanishing points. If weestablish point correspondences on at least two vanish-ing lines, we already have enough constraints to com-pute the in�nite homography. How to use the in�nitehomography for calibration and pose estimation is de-scribed in xx7 and 8.We can thus obtain calibration constraints by ob-serving parabolic trajectories in several views. Whatabout single views: do the projections of parabolic tra-jectories in a single camera provide us with calibrationconstraints for that camera? The answer is no. Thequintessence of the proof for this statement is that it ispossible to obtain the a�ne structure of the parabolas(we know the vanishing line), but not more (any a�netransformation that leaves the vertical direction �xed,maps a set of points on a parabolic trajectory to a setof points on another trajectory that also respects thelaw of gravity).7. Calibration from the In�nite Homog-raphyThe in�nite homography gives calibration con-straints that have been used for calibrating cameras byrotating them about their optical centers [1, 5, 10] andfor strati�ed self-calibration of cameras [4, 8]. Thereare a total of 5 calibration constraints: the 8 coe�-cients of the homography (9 minus 1 for the free scalefactor) cover 3 parameters for the rotation (cf. equa-tion (3)) and the remaining 5 constraints can be usedto estimate the intrinsic parameters.The constraints can be used in several ways. Forexample, it would be possible to \transfer" calibra-tion information that is available for one camera, to3



the second camera: from equation (3), we obtain:K2KT2 � H1KT1K1HT1 and from K2KT2 we may obtainthe calibration matrix K2 using e.g. Choleski decompo-sition [9]. The most relevant practical situation how-ever, is probably the case where the focal lengths ofthe two cameras have to be calibrated, given the otherintrinsic parameters and assuming that the skew s iszero. We may separate the unknown from the knownintrinsic parameters as:K = 0@� 0 u00 1 v00 0 11A| {z }A 0@f 0 00 f 00 0 11Aand then obtain from equations (3) and (2):�A�12 H1A1�0@f21 0 00 f21 00 0 11A�AT1HT1A�T2 � � 0@f22 0 00 f22 00 0 11Awhere all terms beside the two focal lengths are known.We determine the focal lengths by computing the sym-metric matrix B that solves the following constraintsto least squares: B12 = B13 = B23 = 0�XBXT�12 = �XBXT�13 = �XBXT�23 = 0B11 � B22 = �XBXT�11 � �XBXT�22 = 0where X = �A�12 H1A1�. From B and XBXT we thenobtain the two focal lengths in closed-form as f21 =2 B33B11+B22 (and similarly for f22 ).Singularities. As in many (self-) calibration scenar-ios, there exist generic singularities in the form of rel-ative pose con�gurations for which there is no uniquesolution for calibration. For the focal length calibra-tion described above, the only singularity occurs whenthe optical axes of the two cameras are parallel (proofomitted due to lack of space). In that case, there arein�nitely many pairs of values for the two focal lengthsthat are mathematically valid solutions.Discussion. It is known that the focal lengths can beestimated from the epipolar geometry, without know-ing the in�nite homography [3, 7]. However, this prob-lem is subject to more singularities: whenever the twooptical axes are coplanar (i.e. the two cameras are �x-ated) and in some other cases, the calibration problemhas no unique solution [7]. In practice, static stereosystems used for e.g. surveillance, will nearly alwaysbe approximately �xated, which will cause numericalinstability for the calibration.

Another advantage of being able to use the in�nitehomography is that more calibration constraints areavailable: from the epipolar geometry, a maximum of2 constraints on the intrinsic parameters can be ex-tracted, whereas the in�nite homography provides amaximum of 5 constraints.8. Pose EstimationOnce calibration has been determined, there are sev-eral possibilities for estimating the relative pose be-tween cameras, from the in�nite homography, calibra-tion and the epipolar geometry. The rotational com-ponent can be estimated e.g. using the in�nite ho-mography and calibration (cf. equation (3)). Anotherpossibility is to extract pose information from the so-called essential matrix, which represents the calibratedepipolar geometry (see e.g. [6]).9. ImplementationWe briey describe several parts of the implemen-tation of the ideas described. A �rst version computesthe vertical vanishing point in an image as the inter-section of the available linear trajectories (obtained by�tting lines to points extracted from the projectionsof a falling object). Then, conics are �tted to obtainthe projections of trajectories known to be parabolic.The tangents of these conics are computed and used,together with the epipolar geometry (computed frompoint matches as described in x5), to compute the in-�nite homography and then to calibrate.An alternative algorithm does the computations ina much more direct manner and gives superior results:let qi be the image coordinates of points arising fromthe projection of a parabolic trajectory. Let Qi bepoints on an arbitrary 3D parabolic trajectory. We maycompute an homography H that maps the Qi to the qi.Interestingly, even if theQi do not represent the \true"3D trajectory (e.g. the point of zero vertical velocitymight occur at a di�erent time instant), the homogra-phy H still enables computation of the true vanishingline, i.e. the line obtained by mapping the line at in�n-ity by H is indeed the projection of the line at in�nityof the true 3D plane of motion. If several images areused, correspondences of vanishing lines are thus es-tablished, and in addition, the homographies H allowto establish correspondences between vanishing points,which makes it unnecessary to compute the epipolargeometry to determine the in�nite homography.4



10. Experimental ResultsWe tested our algorithms by extensive numericalsimulation. Here, we present results for the secondalgorithm of the previous section and the camera con-�guration shown in �gure 2. Two parabolic trajectories(i.e. the minimum data) were created at random andimage points were obtained by \sampling" the trajec-tory at time instants separated according to a framerate of 25 fps. The intrinsic parameters of the cameraswere f = 10mm; � = 1; u0 = v0 = 256, for a 512� 512image plane. The image points were perturbed by zeromean Gaussian noise of a standard deviation between0 and 1 pixels. For di�erent noise levels and elevationangles � (see �gure 2), 100 random experiments eachwere performed. Figure 3 shows the median relativeerrors on the estimated focal lengths. In more than 60-95% of the experiments (depending on the noise level),the errors were below 10%. These results are rather en-couraging, especially under the consideration that onlylinear algorithms were used (computation of homogra-phies and focal lengths). With more than 2 trajectoriesand an optimization stage, the results should becomesigni�cantly better.
ß

Figure 2. Configuration used for simulations.
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Figure 3. Errors of focal length calibration for
different elevation angles and noise levels.An elevation angle of 0� would mean that the cam-eras gaze at each other and, in particular, that the

optical axes are parallel. This situation is singular (cf.x7), which was reected by huge errors in the simula-tions (not shown in the graph). The graphs in �gure 3suggest that the results get better the further away thecamera con�guration is from the singularity, but theremight be other reasons for this, e.g. for higher ele-vation angles, the vertical vanishing points are closerto the image centers, leading to a better conditionedcomputation of the in�nite homography.11. Practical IssuesTo apply our approach in practice, we have to con-sider several issues. First of course, the frame rate ofthe cameras has to be high enough, i.e. the objectsshould be captured several times during their trajecto-ries. The required frame rate depends mainly on thedistance between the camera and the observed scene,and the camera's viewing angle. A simple computa-tion shows that even in close-range conditions, a framerate of 25 images per second is highly su�cient. An-other issue is that we neglect air friction when makingthe assumption of 3D trajectories obeying perfectly thelaw of gravity. This should not introduce signi�canterrors, since the most interesting trajectories will bethose close to the vertex (point of zero vertical veloc-ity), where the friction is minimal. Other critical is-sues, concerning the underlying image processing (ex-traction of objects in the images) are shutter speed andcontrast. If the shutter speed is too low, motion blur isintroduced, making the extraction of objects more dif-�cult. Of course, su�cient contrast between the \cal-ibration object" and the background is needed. Thiscan be achieved by using uorescent objects. The natu-ral choice for calibration objects are spherical objects:they are perceived identically (if uniformly textured)independently of their orientation and the projectionsof their centers of gravity are well approximated as thecenters of the ellipses forming the contours in the im-ages.12. ConclusionsWe have presented ways of exploiting image se-quences of moving objects if it is known that their tra-jectories obey the law of gravity. In particular, we haveaddressed the tasks of camera synchronization, compu-tation of epipolar geometry, calibration and pose esti-mation. We mainly considered the calibration prob-lem: while there are no useful constraints for singlecameras, we obtain more constraints for stereo sys-tems than would be possible without the exploitationof gravity. Maybe most importantly, the additionalconstraints su�er from fewer calibration singularities.5



Especially, convergent (or �xated) two-camera systemsdo not represent a singular con�guration, as it is for thecase of focal length calibration from epipolar geometryalone.This research is not mature enough yet for practicalapplication. To prove its value, we start performingexperiments with actual video sequences. The simula-tion results however, are encouraging and our approachmight be useful e.g. for calibrating surveillance systemsconsisting of several cameras at distant locations.Some parts of the discussion in this paper were givenin informal style, due to lack of space. Proofs will bemade available in a technical report.References[1] L. de Agapito, R.I. Hartley, E. Hayman, \LinearSelf-Calibration of a Rotating and Zooming Cam-era," IEEE Int. Conference on Computer Visionand Pattern Recognition, pp. 15-21, 1999.[2] O. Faugeras, \Strati�cation of Three-DimensionalVision: Projective, A�ne and Metric Representa-tions," Journal of the Optical Society of AmericaA, Vol. 12, pp. 465-484, 1995.[3] R.I. Hartley, \Estimation of Relative Camera Po-sitions for Uncalibrated Cameras," European Con-ference on Computer Vision, pp. 579-587, 1992.[4] R.I. Hartley, \Euclidean Reconstruction from Un-calibrated Views," darpa-esprit Workshop Ap-plications of Invariants in Comp. Vis., pp. 187-202, 1993.[5] R.I. Hartley, \Self-Calibration from MultipleViews with a Rotating Camera," European Con-ference on Computer Vision, pp. 471-478, 1994.[6] H.C. Longuet-Higgins, \A Computer Program forReconstructing a Scene from Two Projections,"Nature, Vol. 293, pp. 133-135, 1981.[7] G.N. Newsam, D.Q. Huynh, M.J. Brooks, H.P.Pan, \Recovering Unknown Focal Lengths in Self-Calibration: An Essentially Linear Algorithmand Degenerate Con�gurations," XVIII isprs-Congress, Vienna, Austria, Vol. XXXI, Part B3,575-580, 1996.[8] M. Pollefeys, L. van Gool, A. Oosterlinck, \TheModulus Constraint: A new Constraint for Self-Calibration," International Conference on PatternRecognition, Vol. I, pp. 349-353, 1996.[9] W.H. Press, S.A. Teukolsky, W.T. Vetterling, B.P.Flannery, Numerical Recipes in C, 2nd edition,Cambridge University Press, 1992.[10] G.P. Stein, \Accurate Internal Camera Calibra-tion Using Rotation, with Analysis of Sourcesof Error," International Conference on ComputerVision, pp. 230-236, 1995. 6


